Solving 6D pose estimation is non-trivial to cope with intrinsic appearance and shape variation and severe interobject occlusion, and is made more challenging in light of extrinsic large illumination changes and low quality of the acquired data under an uncontrolled environment. This paper introduces a novel pose estimation algorithm W-PoseNet, which densely regresses from input data to 6D pose and also 3D coordinates in model space. In other words, local features learned for pose regression in our deep network are regularized by explicitly learning pixelwise correspondence mapping onto 3D pose-sensitive coordinates as an auxiliary task. Moreover, a sparse pair combination of pixel-wise features and soft voting on pixel-pair pose predictions are designed to improve robustness to inconsistent and sparse local features. Experiment results on the popular YCB-Video and LineMOD benchmarks show that the proposed W-PoseNet consistently achieves superior performance to the state-of-the-art algorithms.
Introduction
The problem of 6D pose estimation aims to predict a rotation and translation of an object instance in 3D space relative to a canonical CAD model, which plays a vital role in a number of applications such as augmented reality [20, 46] , grasp and manipulation in robotics [37, 36, 47] , and 3D semantic analysis [44, 34, 13] . Such a problem remains challenging in view of intrinsic inconsistent texture and shape of objects and inter-object occlusion in the cluttered scenes, in addition to extrinsic varying illumination and sensor noises. In light of this, obtaining a discriminative and robust feature representation for each object instance is essential for predicting its 6 degree-of-freedom pose. * These authors contributed equally to this work. Figure 1 . Visualization of our concept of the proposed W-PoseNet in comparison with its backbone DenseFusion [39] . The key differences lie in that our W-PoseNet introduces pixel pair pose estimation (highlighted in green block) and dense correspondence mapping from each pixel to its 3D coordinate (highlighted in yellow blocks), which geometric structure is similar to the font W. Illustrative examples at the bottom two rows are selected from the YCB-Video benchmark [43] .
Owing to recent success of deep learning in visual recognition [31, 16] , data-driven deep methods are introduced for pose estimation on RGB images via either direct regression on input images to 6D pose [38, 42, 33, 22] or exploiting 2D-3D correspondences discovered by detecting 2D projection in RGB images of sparse 3D keypoints [23, 24, 25, 30, 26] . Compared to those pose estimation methods relying on object texture extracted from RGB images, RGB-D data can provide extra depth information to mitigate the suffering of lack of textural appearance of an object or fail to extract texture information given lowquality data.
Most of existing RGB-D methods [43, 33, 12] rely on iterative-closest point (ICP [1] ) to refine pose predictions, which leads to less efficient inference and thus can be less favorable for real-time applications such as robotic grasp and planning. DenseFusion [39] has recently been developed to combine both textural and geometric features in a pixel-wise fusion manner, which can obtain accurate pose estimation in a real-time inference processing. Cheng et al. [4] further exploit both intra-modality and inter-modality correlation to learn more discriminative local feature based on DenseFusion [39] . However, these state-of-the-art dense regression-based pose estimation algorithms heavily depend on the quality and resolution of the acquired data. Different from well-established feature learning in the 2D domain [38, 42, 33, 22] , learning discriminative feature representations from RGB-D data, containing both texture and geometries of object models, remains open to cope with heavy occlusion, varying texture and shape changes of objects and cross-modality misalignment.
We consider that extracting discriminative dense features in local regions and generating a robust global representation of each object instance are important to alleviate the aforementioned challenges in 6D pose estimation. To this end, based on pixel-wise regression methods such as DenseFusion [39] or Correlation Fusion [4] , this paper is the first attempt to explore pixel-pair pose regression -W-PoseNet by developing two key components of deep networks: a joint loss function and a pixel-pair feature encoding layer, which are shown in Figure 1 .
On one hand, different from the loss function in other pixel-wise pose regressors [39, 4] on minimizing pose predictions and their corresponding ground truth, the proposed W-PoseNet additionally encodes the textural and geometric information favoring for reconstructing pose-sensitive point sets, whose points' 3D coordinates are generated by transforming transforming the observed point cloud sampling from object models with the inverse of ground truth pose (see Sec. 3.3). In details, our W-PoseNet incorporates an auxiliary task of dense correspondence mapping from each pixel of input data to its corresponding pose-sensitive coordinate in 3D space, in order to regularize local feature learning for pose regression by extra pixel-wise supervision self-generated from object models (e.g. CAD models or their mesh representation) and ground truth pose. Intuitively, compared to sparse keypoints in keypoint-based methods [23, 24, 25, 30, 26] , dense correspondence mapping in our scheme treats each pixel as a keypoint to regress its corresponding 3D coordinates in object model space which makes each pixel-wise feature more discriminative, and thus is more robust to occlusion.
On the other hand, inspired by the point-pair feature [6, 10] on point clouds in 3D domain, this paper proposes a novel pixel pair feature encoding layer based on low-rank bilinear pooling [15, 40] to generate pixel-pair features from two sampled pixels' vectors in feature map output of the encoder, which are then mapped onto 6-DoF pose. Similar to the concept in [6, 10] , our pixel-pair features describe the relative geometric structure of two sampled 3D points on the object models, but also contain texture information of their 2D projection on input RGB images. Global representation for each instance consists of all pixel-pairs' features, each of which outputs a pose prediction and its corresponding confidence in a pairwise manner. Soft voting on top confidential pose candidates is employed to generate final pose predictions, which can achieve stable and robust performance even given sparsely sampled pixel-pair features.
The main contributions of this paper are three-fold.
• This paper proposes a novel pixel-pair pose regression for 6d pose estimation, based on low-rank bilinear feature pooling. Global representation can achieve robust performance with sparse pixel-pair features. • This paper also designs an auxiliary task of dense correspondence mapping from input data to 3D coordinates sensitive to 6D pose, which can regularize feature encoding in deep pose regression to improve pixel-wise local feature discrimination. • Extensive experiments are conducted on the popular YCB-Video and LineMOD benchmarks, whose results can demonstrate that the proposed W-PoseNet consistently outperforms the state-of-the-art algorithms.
Source codes and pre-trained models will be released at https://github.com/xzlscut/W-PoseNet.
Related Works
Keypoint-based 6D Pose Estimation -The algorithms belonging to keypoint-based pose estimation share a two-stage pipeline: first localizing 2D projection of predefined 3D keypoints and then generate pose predictions via 2D-to-3D keypoint correspondence mapping with a PnP [7] . Existing methods can be categorized into two groups: object detection based [30, 35] and dense heatmap based [24, 25] . The former focuses on solving the problem of sparse keypoint localization via object detection on the whole object to reduce negative effects of background [30, 35] , but are sensitive to occlusion [24] . The latter group of methods [24, 25] pay more attention to discovering latent correlation across all the keypoints and thus are more robust to inter-object occlusion. Recently, PVNet [26] is proposed to detect keypoints via voting on pixel-wise predictions of the directional vector that points to keypoints and is robust to truncation and occlusion. In contrast, dense correspondence mapping in our method share similar concepts as keypoint-based methods but makes pixel-wise predictions on 3D keypoints directly instead of their projection in 2D images, which performs robustly to handle with occlusion.
Dense 6D Pose Estimation -An alternative group of algorithms is to produce dense pose predictions for each pixel or local patches with hand-crafted features [18, 32] , CNN patch-based feature encoding [5, 13] and CNN pixel-based feature encoding [39, 4] , whose final pose output is selected via a voting scheme. In [2, 21] , random forests are adopted to regress 3d coordinates for each pixel and discover 2D-3D correspondence to produce pose predictions. The proposed W-PoseNet is designed to combine both dense pose predictions and 3d coordinates in a unique framework. In general, our method follows the same pipeline -dense pose predictions and voting as [39, 4] , but the key difference lies in incorporating an extra branch to constrain feature encoding with dense correspondence mapping from input RGB-D images to its corresponding 3D coordinates in the model coordinate system.
Bilinear Pooling in CNNs -The bilinear pooling [19] is an effective tool to calculate second-order statistics of local features in visual recognition but suffers from expensive computational cost due to its high-dimensionality. A number of its variants have been proposed to cope with the challenge via approximation with Random Maclaurin [11] or Tensor Sketch [27] . A low-rank bilinear model is proposed by Kong et al. [15] to avoid computing the bilinear feature matrix, which is approximated via two decomposed low-rank matrices. Similarly, [41] introduces Grassmann Pooling based on SVD decomposition to approximate feature maps. A quadratic transformation with the low-rank constraint is exploited on pairwise feature interaction either from spatial locations [17] or from feature maps across network layers [45] . Our pixel-pair pose regression shares similar concepts as bilinear models to construct pair-wise features on each pixel, but a very sparsely sampled set of pixelpair features in W-PoseNet can achieve robust estimation, owing to pair-wise combination on local features.
Methodology
The problem of 6D pose estimation given RGB-D images is to detect object instances in the scenes and estimate their rotation R ∈ SO(3) and translation t ∈ R 3 . In detail, 6D pose can be defined as a rigid transformation p = [R|t] from the object coordinate system with respect to the camera coordinate system. This paper aims to improve discrimination and robustness of global representation of object instances having large variations of texture and shape, in the perspective of pairwise feature interaction on dense local features. Figure 2 illustrates the whole pipeline of our W-PoseNet, which consists of several main stages in addition to iterative pose refinement as DenseFusion [39] (see Sec. 3.4) . Encouraging by the recent success of dense pose regression on RGB-D data, we employ the same feature encoding and fusion part of DenseFusion [39] to extract and fuse pixel-wise features from heterogeneous data (see Sec. 3.1). Pixel-wise features are sampled to generate a sparse set of pixel-pair features via bilinear pooling on local features, which produces pose candidates and their confidences for voting (see Sec. 3.2). For robust pixel-wise features, an auxiliary task of learning a dense correspondence mapping from each pixel to 3D coordinate together with pixel-pair pose regression is designed in Sec. 3.3.
Semantic Segmentation and Feature Encoding
We adopt the identical modules of DenseFusion [39] and briefly introduce the following steps: 1) semantic segmentation on RGB images and point clouds converted by depth images; 2) dense feature extraction and 3) pixel-wise feature fusion, which is shown in the top row of Figure 2 .
Following the segmentation algorithm adopted in [39, 43] , an RGB image is first fed into the auto-encoder-based segmentation network to produce N + 1 binary masks belonging to N object classes and the background class respectively. The bounding box of each mask is used to crop the corresponding depth image, and the depth value in the object mask is converted to a point cloud.
Cropped image patches and point clouds are fed into 2D CNN based and PointNet [28] based feature encoder to extract texture and geometric features from heterogeneous data sources. Specifically, given H × W RGB-D images, the texture branch aims to mapping H × W × 3 images to H × W × d rgb -dimensional feature maps, which correspond to a feature vector f ∈ R drgb at each spatially localized pixel. The other branch extracts geometric features from orderless points via two shared-MLP and produces P ×d depthdimensional feature maps where P denotes the number of sample points in the object point cloud obtained from the depth image. The color feature f corresponding to these P points in RGB image patches will then be extracted and used in pixel-wise dense fusion.
To capture correlation across RGB and depth modalities, geometric and appearance features belonging to the same pixels are concatenated and fed into a MLP-based feature fusion network (i.e. PointNet++ [29] ) to generate P pixelwise fusion feature x ∈ R dfusion . Instead of concatenating the pixel-wise fusion feature with a global feature obtained by average pooling as in DenseFusion [39] , we adopted the hierarchical pooling of PointNet++ to aggregate local neighboring features. Our motivation without using global features here is to get rid of global information about object instance to verify the effectiveness of a combination of local features as a global description.
Pixel Pair Pose Regression
This section presents the key components of our pixelpair pose regression: 1) pixel-pair feature generation; 2) pixel-pair feature encoding; and 3) pixel-pair pose regression and confidence-weighted voting, which are shown in the bottom row of Figure 2 . Generation on Pixel Pairs -In 3D domain, local descriptors for point clouds can encode the neighboring geometric structure of each point but suffer from sensor noises and sparse point distribution. In view of this, multiple point-pair features [6] consisting of relative position and orientation of two oriented points, are collected as a global representation of an object model. Such a feature representation can still perform robustly to occlusion and sparse point clouds, which is suitable for practical applications. Inspired by robustness and low computational cost of point-pair features [6] , we introduce a novel feature encoding layer inserted between pose regression module and feature fusion module investigated in the previous section. Specifically, we divided the pixels corresponding to P pixel-wise fusion features into two sets, and let each pixel of one set form a pair with a pixel of another set, and each pixel can only be selected once. After this processing, the P pixels corresponding to the P pixel-wise fusion feature will eventually generate P/2 pixel-pairs. Other more dense strategies such as generation by any two pixels can also be employed, but we choose the aforementioned generation owing to its simplicity. Pixel-Pair Feature (ppf) Encoding -We have the obtained pixel pairs and now need to generate pixel-pair features. A naive approach to combine local features (i.e. x k where k = 1, 2, . . . , P ) into a compact one is to direct concatenate them, which reveal the 1-order statistical information of local features. Encouraged by bilinear models in visual recognition, the key idea of pixel-pair feature encoding is designed based on low-rank bilinear pooling [14] . Specifically, given two pixel-wise feature vectors (e.g. a and b from the set {x} P ), the second-order pooling method [3] can be written as
In view of high-dimensionality of ab T , the low-rank bilinear pooling [14] can be adopted to obtain two low-rank matrices U and V to avoid computing ab T as
where • denotes the Hadamard product and we follow [14] use relu nonlinearity after Hadamard product which shows a slightly better result.
Pixel-Pair Pose Regression and Confidence-Weighted
Voting -All P/2 pixel-pair features G ppf are fed into a MLP and each pixel-pair feature generates an object's 6D pose. As a result, a set of P/2 pose predictions can be collected. Similar to DenseFusion, we used a self-supervision way to calculate confidence for each pose prediction. This confidence will then be used to generate the final output pose of each object from P/2 pose predictions. Specifically, selfsupervised confidence c are incorporated as an extra term on pose regression loss which can be depicted as where w is a balancing hyper-parameter and L pair denotes the error of pose predictions of each pixel pair feature as follows [39] :
where x j denotes the j-th point in a point set randomly sampled from the object model, M is the size of the point set, [R|t] is the ground-truth pose and [R|t] is the predicted pose output by each pixel-pair feature. Inspired by the hard voting scheme in 3D point pairs in [6] for feature matching, we used the confidence-weighted average of k predicted pose with the highest confidence to get the final output pose.
Auxiliary Dense Correspondence Mapping
For obtaining discriminative and robust features per pixels, our method designs an auxiliary dense correspondence mapping task to regularize feature learning with direct mapping from each pixel to a 3D coordinate. As shown in Figure 3 , dense correspondence mapping is achieved via regressing per-pixel features x to its corresponding 3D coordinate in the model coordinate system. To this goal, the object point cloud obtained by depth input image is transformed with the inverse of ground truth pose [R|t] to obtain its corresponding point cloud in the model coordinate system. Each 3D coordinate in the transformed point cloud is used as a label of its corresponding output in the dense correspondence mapping branch. Object function, termed as Dense Correspondence Mapping (DCM) Loss, can be thus written as
where M represents the points sampled from the observed point cloud,p is the prediction of the DCM branch of our network, and p represents the ground truth coordinate corresponding top. A joint lose to combine both terms for pose regression and dense correspondence mapping can be written as:
where λ is the trade-off parameter between two terms.
Iterative Pose Refinement
Iterative refinement in DenseFusion [39] has gained significant performance improvement for 6D pose estimation, which is designed based on the concept to correct its pose estimation error in an iterative manner. Similar to Dense-Fusion [39] and CorrelationFusion [4] , we also adopt a refinement network to improve final pose predictions, which encode the resulting point clouds after transformation with previous pose predictions to gradually refining pose in a residual learning manner.
Experiments

Settings
Datasets -To evaluate W-PoseNet comprehensively, we conduct experiments on two popular benchmarks -the YCB-Video dataset [43] and the LineMOD dataset [9] . The YCB-Video dataset consists of 21 objects with different textures and sizes and has 92 videos in total. Following recent work [43, 39, 4] , We adopt 80 videos for training, 2949 keyframes from the other 12 videos for testing, and also used an additional 80,000 synthetic images provided by [43] . For a fair comparison, we used the semantic segmentation mask provided by PoseCNN in evaluation by following [43, 39] . The LineMOD dataset contains 15,783 images belonging to 13 low-texture objects placed in a different cluttered environment suffering from the challenges of occlusion, clutter and illumination changes. We follow prior work [39, 4] use 15% of images for training and use the other 85% of images for testing without using additional synthetic data. Performance Metrics -We adopt AUC of ADD(-S) and ADD(-S)<2cm as performance metrics in the YCB-Video dataset following recent work [43, 39] for comparative evaluation. For asymmetric objects, we use the average distance (ADD) between 3D model points transformed by groundtruth poses and predicted poses to measure the pose estimation error. For symmetric objects, the average closest point distance (ADD-S) is employed to measure the mean error. 6d pose predictions are considered to be correct if the error is smaller than a predefined threshold. We vary the distance threshold from 0 to 10cm to plot an accuracy-threshold curve and compute the area under the curve (AUC) for pose evaluation. Here, ADD(-S) denotes both ADD and ADD-S Table 1 . Comparative evaluation of 6D pose estimation on the YCB-Video Dataset in terms of the ADD(-S)<2cm and the AUC of ADD(-S) metrics. We compare DenseFusion [39] , PoseCNN+ICP [43] with the proposed W-PoseNet with and without iterative pose refinement in Sec. 3 metrics for asymmetric and symmetric objects respectively. The ADD(-S)<2cm metric considers the pose as correct if the average distance is smaller than 2cm, which is the minimum tolerance for robotic manipulation. Similarly, for the LineMOD dataset, we use the ADD-S distance for symmetric objects (i.e. eggbox and glue) and the ADD distance for the remaining objects having an asymmetric geometry as [39, 30] . Implementation Details -As DenseFusion [39] , in our experiments, CNN used for textural feature encoding is composed of Resnet-18 [8] followed by 4 up-sampling as the decoder. RGB and depth images are respectively encoded into 128-dimensional vectors, which are fused into a pixel-wise dense feature x fusion . PointNet++ [29] aggregating pixelwise features consists of two set abstraction and two feature propagation layers. For training our model, learning rate is set 10 −4 with Adam optimizer. 23 and 27 epochs are set for training the W-PoseNet and the refinement network respectively, and we refine pose predictions with 2 iterations.
Comparison with State-of-the-art Methods
We compare the proposed W-PoseNet and the state-ofthe-art methods on the YCB-Video and LineMOD datasets, and the results are visualized in Tables 1 and 2 . In general, our method can significantly outperform its competitors in both with and without iterative pose refinement on both performance metrics. Specifically, on the YCB-Video, our network consistently performs better than its backbone Dense-Fusion especially for asymmetric objects with and without post-processing refinement, while similar results are observed on the LineMOD dataset. As the dense feature extraction and fusion part of our W-PoseNet and DenseFusion are identical, the performance gain can only be explained by our design on a pixel-pair combination of local features and auxiliary dense correspondence mapping.
Ablation Studies
In order to verify the effectiveness of each module of W-PoseNet, we conducted a number of ablation experiments on the LineMOD dataset without iterative pose refinement.
Effects of Pixel-Pair Pose Prediction -Compared to pixelwise pose estimation in DenseFusion [39] , pixel-pair pose regression is verified its effectiveness in Tabel 2. In detail, the only difference between W-PoseNet without DCM Loss and DenseFusion lies in the usage of pixel-pair pose regression, and thus 2% improvement gain can be credited to the effects of Pixel-Pair Pose Prediction. Robust against Sparseness of Pixel-Pair Features -In the LineMOD dataset, we conduct an experiment on the effects of pixel-pair feature sparsity on performance, whose results are shown in Table 3 . In detail, we respectively generate {100, 250, 500, 750, 1000} pixel-pair features, which are feed into pixel-pair pose regression as input. We find out that the size of pixel-pair features had limited effects on estimation performance, which demonstrates the effectiveness of our light combination of pixel-pair features. Robustness against Inter-Object Occlusion -To verify the robustness of W-PoseNet against inter-object occlusion, we first calculate the invisible surface percentage for each object instance as DenseFusion [39] did, then evaluate the proposed W-PoseNet with different degrees of occlusion. Specifically, we sampled a certain number of points on object models, projected these points onto their image plane by using the ground-truth poses and the camera intrinsic parameters. Given the observation (i.e. depth d(p) on each pixel) in depth images and 2D projection d(p) of 3D coordinates, if any pixel satisfying |d(p) − d(p)|>h (h is set to 20mm in our experiment), the pixel is considered under occlusion and can be marked as an invisible pixel. The invisible surface percentage for each instance can be generated via the ratio between the size of invisible points and the total number of sampled points. Figure 5 shows comparative evaluation of several methods in terms of the ADD(-S)<2cm metric. Our W-PoseNet can consistently outperform PoseCNN+ICP [43] and DenseFusion [39] with increasing the invisible surface percentage. On one hand, both W-PoseNet and DenseFusion are more robust than PoseCNN+ICP against inter-object occlusion in view of dense pose predictions on local features. On the other hand, the performance gain of our W-PoseNet sharing the identical feature encoding module of DenseFusion can demonstrate its superior robustness of our dense correspondence regularized pixel pair pose regression to pixel-wise regression in DenseFusion.
Effects of Iterative Pose Refinement -We employ the identical refine network with the same settings as Dense-Fusion. From Tables 1 and 2 , iterative pose refinement can further boost estimation performance of W-PoseNet. More importantly, even with iterative refinement, the proposed network can consistently perform better than DenseFusion as well as other competitors. Figure 4 shows more qualitative results of DenseFusion and W-PoseNet on the YCB-Video dataset. As illustrated in the figure, our method is more robust in cluttered scenes, texture-less objects and occlusion. The fifth column shows an example of a failure due to the fact that 051 large clamp and 052 extra large clamp are completely identical except for their size, making it difficult for the network to distinguish between these two objects.
Visualization
Conclusion
This paper introduces a novel 6D pose estimation network based on two key observations: extracting discriminative dense features in local regions and generating a robust global representation of each object instance. To this end, we propose two key modules based on the state-ofthe-art DenseFusion, pixel-pair pose prediction and dense corresponding mapping utilizing object models, which are verified their effectiveness in the experiments respectively.
